CANTOR BENJAMIN SIEGEL SINGS
YOUR FAVORITE JEWISH SONGS

Accompanied by Jerusalem Art Trio

IN CHEIDER
DIN TOIRE
DUDELE
ROZINKES MIT MANDLEN
A PASTACHUL
A ZEMERL
LIADER REBN
ZAMD UN SHTEREN
SHIROH
CANTOR BENJAMIN SIEGEL
SINGS

Your Favorite Jewish Songs

Accompanied by Jerusalem Art Trio

This album was made in response to the many requests I have had for some of my Concert numbers. I have recorded nine of my favorite Yiddish songs with the hope that you will enjoy listening to them.

CANTOR BENJAMIN SIEGEL
OF
TEMPLE ISRAEL—GREAT NECK

Side 1

IN CHEIDER

M. MILNER

This song brings back nostalgic memories of the old time cheider, and the style in which the Rebbe taught his little students.

DUDELE

LEO LOW

The will of the Lord is manifest in all that happens and his Divine presence is everywhere, and in everything.

A PASTACHUL

JACOB RAPAPORT

A shepherd that does not watch over his flock must ultimately lose them.

SHIROH

ALEXANDER OLSHANETSKY

Let us sing a new song to God. Raise your voices in joy to the very Heavens above.

Side 2

DIN TOIRE

LEO LOW

The famous plea of Reb Levy Itzchok to God—“Deal justly with thy people, Israel.”

LIADER REB’N

ARR. BY ABRAHAM S. ELLSTEIN

Two letters are written to the Chassidic Rebbe—the first, requests his assistance in an unhappy situation; the second, written some time later, is to thank the Rebbe, for his prayers have been answered.

ZAMD UN SHTEREN

A BERNSTEIN

I read the holy book wherein it states that the Jewish people shall shine as the stars in Heaven and be numbered as the sand on the shores of the sea. We have been like the sand—trampled upon and humbled. When, oh Lord, shall we shine as the stars?

ROZINKES MIT MANDLEN

A. GOLDFADEN

This lullaby written by A. Goldfadn for the operetta “Shulamis” is probably the most popular Jewish song today.

A ZEMER’L

ARR. BY ABRAHAM S. ELLSTEIN

The necessary food for the Sabbath such as bread, meat, fish and dessert has one meaning for the wealthy Jews, and another for their poorer brethren.
Cantor Benjamin Siegel

In Cheider (M. Milner) 7:15
Dudele (Leo Low) 4:08
A Pastachul (Jacob Rapaport) 5:17
Shiroh (Olshanetsky) 2:45
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Cantor Benjamin Siegel

Din Toire (Leo Low) 4:20
Liader Reb’n (arr. A. Ellstein) 3:35
Zamd Un Shteren (Bernstein) 4:12
Rozinkes Mit Mandlen (A. Goldfaden) 4:00
A Zemer’l (arr. A. Ellstein) 4:40

Side 2